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Carneros

2 0 1 2 
CHARDONNAY

varietal composition: 100% chardonnay
appellation: carneros
harvest: october 2012
technical data:  alc. 14.5% by vol; rs: 0.05%; ta: 5.1 g/l; pH: 3.68
cooperage: 50% aged 6 months in french oak barrels (30% new); 
   50% aged in stainless steel

t h e  2 0 1 2  v i n ta g e
The 2012 vintage was an ideal growing season from bud break to harvest. The cold winter delayed 
bud break briefly until spring temperatures allowed uniform shoots to development. The weather 
during bloom was ideal for fruit set and a large percentage of flowers developed into berries. 
During the summer the cycle of warm days and cool nights allowed verasion to progress 
uniformly and quickly. The consistent temperatures and absence of heat spikes removed the risk 
of sunburn and allow for even ripening. After the prior two late vintages, growers were grateful to 
start harvest in late August. With warm sunny days, harvest progressed with a steady flow of high 
quality fruit being delivered to the winery daily. In October cold rains forced many growers to 
postpone harvest until the wind could dry out the vineyards. A late heat wave was perfect for 
finishing up the season.

a b o u t  t h e  v i n e ya r d
Our Chardonnay vineyards span the entire cool climate Carneros region. Temperatures are 
moderated by the adjoining San Pablo Bay, cool afternoon breezes, and persistent morning fog. As 
the hot air above California’s Central Valley rises, it is replaced by cool air from the Pacific Ocean. 
The sun burns off this fog late in the morning which causes the temperature to immediately jump 
15 degrees. This climate yields grapes that have both enough cool hang time and sunshine to 
develop great natural acidity and deep fruit flavor. The blend consists of Estate grown fruit and 
from several neighboring growers who have farmed grapes for Artesa for many years.

winem a k i n g
After the grapes were hand harvested, winemaker Mark Beringer used whole-cluster pressing with 
the majority of the grapes (a technique which bypasses crushing) using a slow “champagne” cycle 
that gently pushes the must rendering clean juice but few solids. 50% of the juice was fermented 
in new French oak barrels (the remainder was fermented in seasoned barrels and stainless steel), 
imparting richness and viscosity without overwhelming the wine. Likewise, Beringer allowed just 
50% of the wine to undergo malolactic fermentation, rounding out the edges with a hint of butter 
that never goes over the top. Finally, a portion of the wine was lees stirred twice a week for five 
months, bringing added texture and richness to the mouthfeel. The wine was bottled after six 
months of aging.

ta s t i n g  n o t e s
The Carneros Chardonnay is first and foremost about aromatics, and the techniques used are 
designed to retain the signature Carneros aromas of lemon-citrus and white blossom while 
accentuating the minerality and vivid, fresh fruit flavors of citrus and stone fruits in the wine. 
Partial barrel fermentation, malolactic and lees stirring create layers, imparting hints of cedar and 
honey and wrapping the flavors in a rich, generously-textured mouthfeel.


